JUDICIARY OF GUAM SIGNS HÅFA ADAI PLEDGE
MARCH 18 AT THE COURTROOM IN MARGU
Chief Justice John D. Baltazar, along with several others, signed the Håfa Adai Pledge on behalf of the Judiciary of Guam as OVG Acting General Manager. Justices and others signed on. The pledge signing ceremony was held on March 18, 2014 at the Main courthouse - Auditorium.

JFK HIGH SCHOOL & GCC TEAM UP FOR HÅFA ADAI PLEDGE, SIGNING ON MARCH 18 AT JFK HIGH SCHOOL CAMPUS GROUND
More than 30 signatures from John F. Kennedy High School community teamed to the Håfa Adai Pledge in a ceremony held March 18, at the Upper Turner campus grounds. The ceremony was the first of its kind and was coordinated by JFK students that are part of Guam Community College’s Leadership Management Program (LMP), under the leadership of Carol Cruz, Head Program Advisor. JFK participants joined the JFK High Office, Nursing, Office, Counseling, Turnaround, Tourism Academy, ROTC, Marketing II Class, English Department, Science Department, Social Studies Department, Spanish Department, JFK National Technical Merit Society, Tourism Hospitality Society Club, Class of 2017, Chamorro Club, Filipino and Asian, Yearbook Chase, Nursing Club, Yearbook Crew, Yearbook Committee, Clinique, Pizza Place Club, Internet Club, Sina Club and JFK Athletics. Representatives for 24 organizations at John F. Kennedy High School signed the Håfa Adai Pledge.

CHAGI CHAMORRO
Woven mat
unlilok goaik
LIVING THE HÅFA ADAI PLEDGE
Encourage Håfa Adai Fridays throughout the company or organizations and diaspora in island wide.

HAFA ADAI RATE (HAR) PROGRAM
About the Håfa Adai Rate
The Håfa Adai Rate (HAR) mobile encourages Guamanians not to bring Håfa Adai, but to support local businesses who are embracing our island’s language, culture, community, and lifestyle.

Did you know?
China Clipper - Beginning of a new era
The China Clipper, one of the last surviving China Clipper airships, set out from Larkspur, California on November 23, 1923 with an average speed of 150 miles per hour, and after stops in San Francisco, Hawaii, and Shanghai, finally arrived in Hong Kong, China, on December 3, 1923. The total flight time for the trip from Larkspur, California, to Honolulu, Hawaii, to Manila, the Philippines, and finally to Hong Kong, China, was 12 days, 23 hours, and 51 minutes. En Route, the China Clipper stopped in Japan, Indonesia, and even China.
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